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Master Series

30 inch 5-Burner, Gas Oven
STAINLESS
MATT BLACK
MATT WHITE

MAST305GASXE
This versatile counter depth size works just as well in a new kitchen design or with existing cabinetry. The
cooktop has

ve burners including a dual-ring power burner of up to 19,000 Btu with separately controlled

ames.
The 4.7 cu. ft. oven with a full width infrared gas broiler has two balanced air- ow convection fans to provide
even heat distribution for single and multi-level roasting and baking on up to 7 levels. An edge-to-edge triple
layer inner glass door maximizes the usable oven space and allows for easy cleaning. The smooth operation
of the door is supported by soft-motion door hinges.
The elegant gauge ensures precise control of the oven temperature during roasting, broiling and baking.
This range includes a gas conversion kit for LP.
All Bertazzoni appliances integrate seamlessly into a complete design harmonized suite and create a
beautiful kitchen ambiance with many cabinet styles.
Our products and packaging are 99% recyclable.
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This web site uses technical cookies and third-party cookies. By clicking on "Ok" or proceeding with the navigation, you agree to its use.
Info

SPECIFICATIONS

Size:

30 in

Cooking zones:

5

Gas zones:

5 burners

Worktop type:

gas

Knobs:

solid metal

Burner type:

aluminium

Grates:

cast iron

Continous grating:

yes

Thermocouple safety

yes

OK

Electrical requirements: 120V 60 Hz 300W 2.5 A

device:
One-hand ignition:

yes

Backguard:

yes

Simmer ring:

yes

Dual wok:

1300 BTU/h - 19
000 BTU/h (1)

Rapid:

2500 BTU/h - 10
400 BTU/h (1)

Semi-rapid:

1500 BTU/h 5900 BTU/h (2)

Auxiliary:

750 BTU/h - 3500
BTU/h (1)

Oven con guration:

single

Oven fuel:

gas

Oven functions:

bake
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broiler
gas convection
Oven volume:

4.7 ft³

Oven convection system: dual horizontal
fans
Inner oven door:

triple

Removable inner glass:

yes

Cooling fan:

yes

Oven levels:

7

Door hinge:

soft-motion

Wire-shelves:

2

Tray:

1 enamelled

Grill trivet for tray:

yes

Oven lights:

double lateral

Legs:

stainless steel
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